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Abstract-In this paper, we propose a Call Admission Controlbased dynamic pricing scheme that aims at preventing congestion
and maximizing the utilization of broadband wireless access
systems. The main aim of our scheme is to provide monetary
incentives to users to use the wireless resources efficiently and
rationally; hence, allowing efficient bandwidth management at
the admission level. By dynamically determining the prices of
units of bandwidth, the proposed scheme can guarantee that the
number of connection requests to the system are less than or
equal to certain optimal values computed dynamically; hence,
ensuring a congestion-free system. The proposed scheme is
general and can be implemented with different objective
functions for the admission control as well as different pricing
functions. Comprehensive simulation results with accurate and
inaccurate demand modeling are provided to show the
effectiveness and strengths of our proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the support for high bandwidth in emerging
Broadband Wireless Access Systems (BWASs) such as 3.5G
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [1] and
WiMAX [2], it is expected that these systems will sternly
suffer from congestion. This is due mainly to the wide support
for bandwidth-intensive multimedia services such as video on
demand. Therefore, means to efficiently overcome the problem
of congestion in BWASs must be developed.
Network operators typically employ Call Admission Control
(CAC), which is a provisioning strategy that aims mainly at
protecting the Quality of Service (QoS) of ongoing users'
connections from being severely degraded as a result of new
admitted ones. CAC is very efficient in improving packet-level
QoS (e.g., packet delay, average throughput, etc) of ongoing
connections especially during congestion periods. However, it
may not be as efficient in improving the admission-level QoS
(e.g., connection blocking probability). This is because CAC,
by itself cannot avoid congestion due to the fact that it does
not provide incentives to the users to use the shared wireless
system resources rationally and efficiently. Therefore, the
connection blocking probability can reach high levels during
congestion periods. To overcome this problem, there has been
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some research work recently on integrating CAC with
dynamic pricing in order to control user demand through
monetary incentives [3], [4] and [5]. Hence, maintaining the
admission-level QoS at the desired thresholds. With dynamic
pricing, the price for a unit of time or bandwidth is determined
when the user initiates a connection request before she is
admitted to the system. The price in this case is fixed for the
connection duration. This price is dynamically determined
according to the network load. Dynamic pricing can
competently promote rational and efficient use of the shared
wireless resources by influencing the users' behaviors.
Dynamic pricing is, therefore, a promising solution to traffic
control problems, which can help alleviate the problem of
congestion and provide efficient bandwidth management. In
addition, dynamic pricing is cost-effective and it can generate
higher revenues.
Several CAC-based dynamic pricing schemes have been
proposed in the literature. The schemes in [3] and [4] provide
very limited QoS support; hence, they are unsuitable for
BWASs. The scheme in [5] supports multiple classes of
traffic. However, the running time complexity of the scheme
can be very high especially during congestion. In addition, all
of these three schemes are based on certain assumptions about
users' demand models and cannot, therefore, be generalized to
work with different demand models without affecting the way
prices are computed. This limits their practicality, since
different network operators might have different demand
models depending on their subscribers. The schemes in [6], [7]
and [8] apply dynamic pricing at admission-level without
using CAC. These schemes, therefore, cannot achieve
optimized admission-level QoS.
In this paper, we propose a CAC-based dynamic pricing
scheme that aims at efficiently managing the bandwidth of
BWASs in order to simultaneously satisfy the bandwidth
requirements of users, maximize the utilization of BWASs and
prevent congestion. By dynamically computing the prices of
units of bandwidth, our scheme is able to force the actual
number of connection requests to the system towards the
optimal ones computed dynamically based on the network
load. Hence, guaranteeing a congestion-free system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the proposed scheme. Section III
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presents a description of the proposed scheme. Performance
results are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are
discussed in Section V.
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streaming class can include audio streaming and video
streaming services each requesting different amounts of
bandwidth. Our scheme consists of three components namely,
the monitoring component, the CAC component and the
dynamic pricing component. The scheme works as follows.
At the end of the current time window and beginning of new
one, where the length of the time window is determined by
the network operator, the monitoring component measures the
amount of available bandwidth. If the amount of available
bandwidth is different from the one that has been measured in
the pervious time window due to connection completion or
new admitted connections, the monitoring component triggers
the CAC component. The CAC component then computes the
optimal number of connection requests for each service within
each class in order to maximize the utilization of the new
available bandwidth in the system and achieve certain fairness
levels between classes. The actual numbers of connection
requests for each service are, however, different from the
optimal ones determined by the CAC component. In this case,
the dynamic pricing component dynamically determines the
prices of units of bandwidth for each service based on the
users' demands in order to force the actual numbers of
connection requests during the new time window to be less
than or equal to the optimal ones.

The monitoring component is simple and its main function is
triggering the CAC component if it detects a change in the
available bandwidth. Before proceeding with describing the
other two components, we make the following definitions. Let:
• WN: index of next time window.
• WL: length in units of time of the next time window.
• NSi : total number of services in class i.
• N u: number of admitted connections that request service i
in class i.
• bu: bandwidth request of service i in class i.
• B: total bandwidth of the system per unit of time.
• Bfree (WN): total available bandwidth in the next time
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11total:

total number of users who could make connection

requests in the next time window. 11 total is equal to the total
number of admitted users subtracted from the total number of
users at the cell where dynamic pricing is implemented.
• pu(WL): price in terms of units of money per unit of
bandwidth, which is charged to connections requesting
service i in class i in the next time window.
• Au: percentage of users who have sufficient Willingness to
Pay (WTP) to make connection requests to service i of class i.

Clearly, Au is a function of the price (i.e., Au == lu (pu (WL)) ,
where Pij(WL) = lij (Aij

in

t). Aij can be constructed from the

system's history by observing the users' responses to changes
in the price. In Section IV, we utilize a well-known demand
function to model Au' although our scheme can work with any
function for Au as explained next.
The main objective of our CAC component is to find the
optimal number of connection requests for each service in
each class in the next time window so that the utilization of
available bandwidth is maximized. To achieve this objective,
the CAC component will solve the following optimization
problem:
K NSi
Objective: mat
17u (WN)· (bu .WL)
{q, L=l i=l j=l

LL

K

Subject to:
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT SCHEME
COMPONENTS

class i in the next time window.

vector

connection requests for each service in each class where

•

We consider that there are K classes of traffic, where class i
has higher priority than class i+1, 1 ~ i and i + 1 ~ K. We
consider that class i includes a number of services where
service i requires bu units of bandwidth. For example, the

i

.
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II. OVERVIEW OF BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT SCHEME

window.
• 17u(WN): number of connection requests for service

} •
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where 0 ~ V u < 1,

(1)

NSi

LL
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and Z+ is the set of positive

i=l j=l

integer numbers. The first constraint ensures that the
maximum demand of all classes in the next time window does
not exceed the total available bandwidth. The second
constraint ensures that the resulting total number of connection
requests to the system is realistic and does not exceed the total
number of subscribers. The last constraint is used to ensure
fairness among different services by restricting that each
service's share of the total bandwidth (i.e., the bandwidth of
admitted connections of that service plus the bandwidth of
new connections) does not exceed a predefined ratio (Vi)
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determined by the network operator. It should be noted that the
objective function and the constraints in (1) do not include the
blocking probabilities of connections. This is because our
pricing component, as described below, guarantees to force the
actual number of connection requests in the next time window
to be less than or equal to the optimal ones computed in (1).
Hence, the system is guaranteed to be congestion free. In
addition, the objective function and the constraints in (1) are
linear. Hence, the optimal numbers of connection requests
1
2
* }NS
* }NS
.
{11i* }K
i=l -_ {{111j
j=l' { 112j
j=l'···' {*
11K)" }NS
j=lK } can b e £oun d USIng
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) techniques.
The actual numbers of connection requests during the next
WL window before dynamic pricing is implemented can,
however, be different from the optimal ones computed by our
CAC

component (i.e.,

,{
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Therefore, the dynamic

pricing component will adjust the prices of units of bandwidth
for each service in each class so that the actual numbers of
connection requests are less than or equal to the optimal ones
computed

in

(1)

(i.e., {{111j}~:1 ,{112j}~:1 ,...,{11Iq}~:f} ~

{{11~j}~:l ,{11;j}~:l ,...,{11~·}~~K}) as follows. We know from the
number of connection requests to service j in class i in the next
time window (i.e., 17u (WN)) that it constitutes the following
ratio of the total users that could request the service
17u (WL)I 17total

(2)

However, the optimal ratio should equal to

17Z (WL) 117total

(3)

Therefore, the price of service j in class i will be adjusted so
that

Au =

f( Pu(WL)) = 17;· (WL) 117total' Vj, 1 ~ j ~ NS

i

(4)

There are two cases and hence, two implications of price
setting. The first case occurs during congestion periods when
the numbers of connection requests (before dynamic pricing is
implemented) typically exceed the optimal ones. According to
(4),
the
prices
are
increased
so
that

Au = 17;· (WL) 117total ~ 17u (WL) 117total

= 17;· (WL) 117total·

In this

case, if Au is accurate in modeling the users' WTP, then the
ratio of incoming users who have sufficient WTP to make
connection requests is guaranteed to equal the optimal ratio.
The second case occurs during underutilization periods when
the number of connection requests (before dynamic pricing is
implemented) is typically lower than the optimal one.
According to (4), the price are lowered so that

Au = 17;· (WL) 117total ~ 'Iu(WL) 1'Itotal ~ 17;· (WL) 1'Itotal . In this
case, the prices are lowered so that enough number of users
have sufficient WTP to make connection requests. It should be
noted that users with sufficient WTP may not make connection
requests in the next time window depending on their
preferences. Using our scheme they are, however, encouraged
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to make such requests due to lower prices. In this case, the
incoming number of connection requests is guaranteed to be
less than or equal to the optimal ratio.
In addition, it is imperative to maintain the dynamic prices
above certain minimum values to ensure that the prices lie
within the profit margins of the network operators. That is

pu(WL) 'c. pij-r: in , Vj,1 ~ j ~ NS j

(5)

Based on the above discussion and from (4) and (5), the prices
to class i services will be set as follows

{p(WL)i}~ ={max(f{ 77; (WL)/77total ( ,pt),'~(j,1 sj s N8 }(6
i

)
Note that the price equation in (6) is computationally
inexpensive and is independent from the objective function in
(1). Such independence allows the network operator to use any
objective function in (1) without affecting the computations of
prices and vice versa. In addition, based on the aforementioned
discussion, the actual numbers of connection requests are
guaranteed to be less than or equal to the optimal values
computed in (1). Hence, using our pricing scheme, the system
is guaranteed to be congestion free.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
scheme by means of dynamic discrete event simulation. We
test our scheme on HSDPA system [1].

A. Simulation Model
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we simulate
one-cell. We focus on new connections only because handoff
connections are not affected by dynamic pricing, since they
were already charged at the cell where the connections were
initiated. In this case, the network operator can use a form of
Guard Channel schemes in which a certain amount of
bandwidth is exclusively reserved for handoff connections in
order to maintain the handoff connection dropping probability
below a certain threshold [9].
The base station is located at the center of the cell. The cell
radius is 1 Km and the base station's transmission power is 38
dBm. To demonstrate the ability of our scheme to support
different classes of traffics supporting different types of
services, we consider two different classes with three different
types of services namely audio streaming (class 1), video
streaming (class 1) and FTP (class 2). For demonstration
purposes, we let the bandwidth requests of audio streaming,
video streaming and FTP equal to 64 Kbps, 384 Kbps and 128
Kbps, respectively [10] and [11]. In addition, we respectively
set V u in (1) to 1/4, 1/4 and 1/2, for audio streaming, video
streaming and FTP in order to achieve an equal share of
bandwidth between all classes. We also set the length of time
window to 20 s.
Actual arrival rates to the system normally vary over time.
Therefore, we adopt a 24 hour model for the arrival rates. In
this model, the day is divided into 24 hours starting at
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midnight where different arrival rates are assigned to different
hours of the day. It is observed in [12] that the peak hours
occur around II :00 AM and 16:00 PM. In our simulation,
each hour of the day is simulated by 400 s. Connection arrivals
are modeled by a Poisson process where the mean total arrival
rates to the system for each hour of the day are shown in
Figure 1. The total arrival rate to the system is equally divided
between the three services. The arrival rates in Figure I
constitute the actual arrival rates before dynamic pricing is
implemented. When dynamic pricing is implemented, the
actual arrival rates will depend on the prices. In this case,
during congestion periods, our pricing component guarantees
that the actual numbers of users will match the optimal ones as
discussed in Section III. On the other hand, when the network
is underutilized , which occurs in early morning hours (0:005:00 AM) and at night (21:00-24:00 PM), our pricing
component guarantees to provide incentives to users to use the
network services. However, as discussed in Section III, not
every user who has a sufficient WTP to initiate a connection
request at a certain time is willing to make such a request at
that time. In this case, the arrival rate to the system may stay at
its low level or it may increase up to the optimal one
depending on the preferences of users. To evaluate such a
case, we test our proposed scheme with no increase in the
number of connection requests (i.e., the actual arrival rate
stays at its low value and does not increase as a result of lower
prices) and with a 10%,30% and 50% increase in the number
of connection requests, respectively.
The duration of each connection is modeled by an
exponential distribution with a mean value of 30 seconds.
Connections are uniformly distributed in the cell. Pedestrian A
(Ped A) environment with speed 3 km/hr is used in our
simulation, which is recommended by 3GPP. We adopt the
same channel model as in [13].
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where ai(WL)

is the demand shift constant for class i

connections at time t and cJWL) is the price elasticity of
demand (i.e., the change in demand for a certain product or
service due to a change in its price). The reason for using this
particular demand model is that it can support different QoS
classes and different user behaviors by considering their price
elasticity of demand and their demand shift constants, which
can assume different values for different times of the day. To
ensure that Ai = f (P i(WL)) , we set ai (WL) to I. In addition,
for demonstration purposes, we set ci (WL) to I, 2 and 3 for
audio streaming, video streaming and FTP, respectively. These
values are chosen so that connections of a higher priority
service (i.e., audio streaming) are less responsive to price
changes than connections of lower priority services (i.e., FTP).
This way, connections of higher priority services are charged
higher than those of lower priority services .
C. Simulation Results

In this section, we compare the performance of our Call
Admission Control-based Dynamic Pricing scheme denoted by
(CAC-bDP+x%, where x %= 0%, 10%, 30%, 50% increase in
users connection requests when network is underutilized as a
result of lower prices as discussed in the previous section) with
a Conventional CAC scheme denoted by (CCAC). In CCAC,
no dynamic pricing is implemented. Instead, users are charged
fixed prices and connection requests are always accepted as
long as there is enough bandwidth to support them. In this
case, we fix the prices to 0.35, 0.17 and 0.11 units of money
per units of bandwidth for audio streaming, video streaming
and FTP services, respectively. These values are chosen so that
at least 70% of users have sufficient WTP to make connection
requests according to the demand model in (7). In practice,
fixed prices are determined so that the majority of people have
sufficient WTP to make connection requests, which is one of
the main causes of congestion.
We test our scheme under two cases. In the first case, we test
the basic dynamic pricing when no constraints are imposed on
prices. In this case, we assume that the user demand function
(i.e., Au) is 100% accurate in modeling the users' responses
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towards price changes. In the second case, we test the basic
dynamic pricing but we consider that Au has an error

~ 0.2
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o
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Figure 1. Arr ival Rates in a Typical Business Day [12]

B. Demand Model

As aforementioned , our pricing scheme is general and can
work with any demand model. To test our scheme, however,
we utilize the following well-known demand model [14]:
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probability of 15%. That is, users will correctly react to price
changes by lowering or increasing their demands with 85%
probability. Evaluating such as case is of practical importance
since dynamic pricing may lead to undesirable results when the
users' demand models are inaccurate. To the best of our
knowledge , all existing works in the literature assume 100%
accurate demand models, where inaccurate demand models
have never been considered before.
The following performance metrics are used:
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•

Percentage of bandwidth utilization: the percentage of
the utilized bandwidth to the total bandwidth.

because the formers pay higher prices for class 1 services in
addition to requesting higher amount of bandwidth.

•

Connection blocking probability: the probability that a
connection request is blocked due to insufficient
bandwidth to meet its requirements.

C.2. Case 2: Inaccurate Demand Model

•

Percentage of bandwidth share: the percentage of used
bandwidth for each class to the total utilized
bandwidth. This metric is used to test our fairness
measure in (1).

•

Revenue: the amount of money earned during the day.
It is calculated by multiplying the total amount of data
transmitted to the connection with the price per bit,
summed over all connections in the system in a certain
time interval, which is the simulation time in our
experiments.

C.1. Case 1: Basic Dynamic Pricing

Figure 2 shows the percentage of bandwidth utilization for
our scheme and the CCAC scheme. The figure shows that our
scheme can significantly increase the bandwidth utilization of
the system as more users (i.e., 10%, 30% and 50%) decide to
make connection requests as a result of lower prices during
off-peak hours. In case users are not affected by lower prices
(i.e., case with 0% increase), the bandwidth utilization of our
scheme is the same as CCAC, which is expected since our
scheme is distinguished by its ability to increase the utilization
when the network is underutilized. We remark, however, that
since most users are price-sensitive, they will try to make their
connection when prices are lower and hence, the case of 0% is
not common in practice. In addition, our scheme, unlike
CCAC, can efficiently prevent network congestion, hence,
achieving 0% blocking probabilities as shown in Figure 3. This
is because our scheme optimally determines the prices of units
of bandwidth as to encourage enough users to make connection
requests. Hence, ensuring that the system is never congested.
Table I shows the percentage of bandwidth share for each
class. As aforementioned, we set vij in our objective function
to 1/4, 1/4 and 1/2, for audio streaming, video streaming and
FTP, respectively, so that each class gets an equal share of
bandwidth. The table shows that our scheme achieves better
bandwidth share than CCAC. The reason for the unfair
bandwidth share in CCAC is that according to our traffic
model, the actual arrival rates are equally divided between the
three services and since class 1 connections (i.e., FTP) request
higher amount of bandwidth compared to class 2 connections,
this results in higher bandwidth share for class 1.
Table II shows the total revenue collected throughout the
day for our scheme and CCAC. Our scheme clearly
outperforms CCAC in terms of revenues. This is because our
scheme charges users higher prices during peak hours. In
addition, as more users decide to make connection requests,
more revenues can be collected. The revenue collected from
class 1 connections is higher than that from class 2 connections
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Figures 4 depicts the blocking probabilities with 15% error
probability in user's demand model. The figure shows that
when the user's demand model is only partially accurate in
modeling their behaviors towards price changes, the network
operator can no longer guarantee a congestion-free system.
This is expected, since the network operator cannot ensure that
at peak hours, the right number of users will have sufficient
WTP to make connection requests. Hence, the demand for
bandwidth might exceed the system capacity especially during
peak hours.
Despite the partial accuracy of the user's demand model,
the blocking probabilities of our scheme are still much lower
than those of the CCAC scheme. For example, the blocking
probability of CAC-bDP+50% at hour 11:00 PM with 15%
probability of error is 3.15% (see Figure 4) compared to
18.6% with CCAC (see Figure 3) . This is due to the fact that
even in the presence of errors in the user's demand model, the
majority of users still react correctly to the price incentives by
our scheme. Therefore, our CAC-based dynamic pricing
scheme can still improve the system performance and achieve
very low blocking probabilities even with inaccurate user's
demand model.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a Call Admission Control-based dynamic
pricing scheme was proposed for broadband wireless access
systems. Our scheme aims at providing monetary incentives to
users to use the wireless bandwidth efficiency and rationally.
By raising and lowering the prices of network services, our
scheme is able to prevent congestion while increasing the
utilization of the network. Our scheme is simple to compute
and can work with any CAC and dynamic pricing functions
due to the separation of the CAC function and dynamic price
computation.
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Figure 4. Blocking probability with 15% error probab ility at different hours of
the day
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